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About This Content

Experience the End Times in style! This DLC contains a bold new look for the Empire Soldier Markus Kruber. The new skin is
applied when downloaded (to revert, simply uninstall).

Carroburg Livery

The Carroburg Greatswords are one of the most famous regiments in the Empire, with tales of their valour and ruthlessness told
from Marienburg To Talabheim. The regiment earned its bloody reputation after the Siege of Carroburg in 1865, where its

soldiers successfully defended the walls of their city against the count of Middenland's vast army. Despite the horrific casualties
and many wounds they suffered during the battle, the Greatswords fought on resolutely and, by battle's end, their white Reikland

uniforms were drenched in blood. From that moment onwards, the Carroburg Greatswords have worn dark red uniforms in
remembrance of that bloody battle.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8/8.1 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit*

Processor: Intel Core2 Quad Q9500 @ 2.83GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 940

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or AMD Radeon HD 5770 /w 1GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 MB available space

Additional Notes: *WARNING: 32-bit OS is NOT officially supported at this time

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Polish
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super game!. First, just so you know, I have not yet used the equipment gained from the encounter, nor did I yet persue the
companion quests for our new friend, thus I don't know how he improves at the end of them. Those won't be featured in this
review.

This DLC gives you access to a new mission and a new companion. You get access to the mission after the hierophant mission
and the companion after getting him in the Borrow Burrow encounter.

First the companion. He is a young goblin you pick up on your journey who decides to accompany you. In combat he doesn't
fight but he is a slippery guy, able to dodge attacks very well. When you activate him in combat he draws the agro of EVERY
OPPONENT ON THE FIELD. This is wonderful for getting attackers off your back long enough to pick off specific units
(screw you phallanx), or use your artifact, or build your combo meter. Outside of combat, he doesn't do anything with the
gambits. Instead, when you interact with him in camp, you can make him recharge one of your bombs (only the bombs) in
exchange for him being inactive for 3 turns. This, in my opinion, makes him INVALUABLE for you if you like using bombs, or
even if you are scared to waste bombs. He does little enough otherwise that I don't feel to bad about making him inactive so I
can see myself using bombs a lot more now that I have him as a safety net. He won't recharge healing objects or damaging
objects not labled as a bomb (sorry damaclese), but this is still great.

Now the mission, mapmaker. First, I am not entirely sure where this is suppose to fit chronologically since it seems like it is
suppose to take place in the far future. Story asside, this mission has the gimmic where it always follows a certain pattern. It is
always a 7 by 4 rectangle, there are towers at both sides of one collum and trees at both sides of one row. A priest statue is
always revealed to you when you enter each of its 3 layers.  You can pay the statue for riddles that dictate the rules of the map,
revealing the aspects of the map that will always be the same no matter what layer you are on or how many encounters you do.
The riddles even carry over between runs so you never have to rebuy them. If you buy all the riddles in one run, it will cost 156
gold. In order to get the gold token for the encounter you need to releace the ghost pirate's crew, which is also done at the priest
statue. Each of the five members cost 20 gold each, again, pretty doable. \t The final boss in the encounter is admitadly a bit of a
pushover, at least for me. The map itself is more dangerous in my opinion. This encounter is servicible, and its predictablility
makes it easy to get the gold token and easy to run into encounters if you are trying to collect tokens without the hassle of a
difficult mission or uncertain card rng.

All in all, I think 7$ is fine for this dlc. There is a good amount to enjoy, and as you likely already know, every card made
available to you enriches the main game and endless mode, including new equipment, new encounters and in this case a new
companion.. I am a student at a Maritime Academy so I should be the target market for this simulator but I just can't get past it's
flaws. First off, I have a quad-core i7 processor w/ a GeForece 555M that gets great framerates on Crysis 2 and Skyrim but no
matter how I adjust the graphics this game has an awful framerate, so bad as to make the sim unusable. Second is the fact that I
have to enter the product keys every time I start the game. Between these two flaws, but expecially the performance lag, I can't
even get started with this simulator even though it would be a help to my career to have a tool like this. I just can't reccomend it
to anyone unless they patch it to improve he perfromance issues.. Just bought this and wanted to review while it is fresh in my
mind. I am constantly amazed at how the Zen Studios team is able to come up with fresh and challenging variations on the
classic pinball table. Great work!
Now excuse me while I go back to trying to beat my high score!. Not even translated
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Well, Blue Rose is one of the oldest otome visual novels here around Steam, and the only commercial game hailing from the small
visual novel developer, White Cat. Before venturing out to have my own experience about this game, I've heard tons of good and
bad about Blue Rose: from its intriguing medieval fantasy setting, to crippling narrative and grammar mistakes in text descriptions.
Let's take a closer look, and add a new comment to the pile of mixed reviews for this game.

Our story centers on the stubborn, resilient and romantically clueless Knight of the Blue Rose: Lena. Being the only female knight of
the order - also the only one without a noble lineage and a family crest, she has always been kind of an outcast in the order, even
though she has always completely believed in the ideals of the Blue Rose. She is the perfect soldier who would serve indefinitely and
without questions - with a memorized sense of honor. Her self-justified creed is soon to be put to test when she'll face utter failure
in a mission up in the mountains with the appearance of a dragon!

As our story starts, Lena is assigned to escort a diplomatic convoy for the protection of an important ambassador - Lady Adale -
whose lack of safe return would spell catastrophy for both nations already on the verge of war. As Lena ends up barely alive - and
her party completely lost - after her encounter with the legendary beast, she is rescued by the inhabitants of a small, isolated town
high up in the mountains. While discovering the mystery of this region and trying to come into terms that her sense of what is right
and wrong could not be utterly reliable, she'll also encounter opportunity for romance...

This should be all in terms of story here, right? Okay then, now I can tell you what I actually think about the story: it kinda sucks. I
mean, one would think a story about an order of knights, a dragon, a spirit, a political plot to fuel war between countries and an
ethical analysis of war would be interesting no matter what, right? You are dead wrong. Even with all these intriguing elements,
developers managed to present a boring story. My issue with the game comes in two parts: one with the story and setting foundation,
and the other with the narrative itself. Considering these two are the baseline of any successful visual novel - aside some pretty art,
which is not mandatory if you ask me - those mistakes cannot be forgiven.

Within the storyline, characters themselves are not elaborately actualized. They are superficial with limited interactions and
reaction, stuffed into painful and shallow stereotypes. Their personalities are failed to be presented successfully. They lack
monologues, choices, aspirations, personal attachments and decent backstory. Sure, they all do have their superficial sob stories that
would make them ending up hiding in the mountains, and they all do venture out to pull dramatic and sacrificial action sequences
when the time calls, but you feel nothing about them reading the suffocating text about their experiences when it finally arrives.

Aside uninteresting characters, storyline itself is very limited with only the hint of an interesting setting. We are given a mountain
with a spirit, some mysterious energy which can be used by knights, some priestesses - to what or whom, I have no idea - and a
vague idea of witches. Oh, and there is a war going on. All those anecdotes do not make up a whole medieval fantasy setting. This
is plain bad writing. Also, there is no mention for the reason of the said war, neither any explanation for the origin of any mystery.
It is just a consistency of one bad narrative of combat after another, with demagogies scattered around. It is not interesting at all.

All these problems could maybe overlooked considering this is a glorified first trial at a commercial visual novel, but the text itself
isn't readable due to countless grammatical, punctuation and narrative errors anyhow. Should I mention spelling mistakes, or wrong
tense conjugations all around? It shouldn't be that hard to use spellcheck when you write anything - much or less the text narrative
of a whole game! It is a special kind of hell to go through combat descriptions with the cringe worthy narrative.

The art is alright - a bit awkward in some CGs - and the music is pleasant. The world would be a fine baseline for a decent story
but... at the end, it just doesn't deliver. If it's in a heavy sale - like %80 or so - or you get the game in a bundle, sure, try. It's not
worth the full price though, not even remotely.

Please also check out Lady Storyteller's Curator page here - follow for regular updates on reviews for other games!. It's a crime to
call this game a simulation. I really wanted to like this game-- I tried to find something good in it, but I just can't. Everything is
wrong here.

Why?

One: The gameplay is confusing as hell. I wasted about 3 minutes trying to figure out why my car couldn't move and that was
because I didn't realize that I needed to move my character (who controls horrible, has terrible camera views) to the car.

Two: Barely any content for a $15 game. You get 8 cars with 6 different tracks. And it's as if they're trying to force you to use
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mods to make the game more fun-- but the whole point of gaming is that it has to be fun WITHOUT mods. I don't want to
modify game files just so I can have more fun with it.

Three: Ugly graphics and performance. The graphics makes the game look far more older than it is. It looks like this game was
made in 2005! Can I just mention how bad the performance is? My own computer is having trouble staying above 30 fps, even
at moderate settings. No game should have performance as bad as this, especially when the graphics look like something that
came from a ♥♥♥♥ing Xbox game!

Four: CAR CONTROLS ARE TERRIBLE! If you're using a gamepad, one notch to the left can completely throw your car off-
course, driving into a wall, or accidentally killing yourself or somebody else standing brainlessly on the track. Oh yeah,
sometimes my car got stuck on a piece of the track, like a barrier, and I was unable to get out; but the developers for some
reason didn't design a way for the player to fix the car if this happened. Even the braindead track marshals can't do anything,
and just sit and watch a poor RC car laying upside down in the middle of the track! Can I just mention how sensitive each car is
in the game? You'd be going 0 to 60 in no time flat!

Five: Dead multiplayer. Nobody is online, simple as that.

Overall: I can't recommend this game, even for free, because this game is bad and it takes up space. Please ignore this game no
matter how good it may look from the previews. I know this game is Early Access, but I have to review what the game is
currently, not what it will be in the future. Who knows; my review might change if they actually fix the things mentioned
above.. Fun and addictive arcade gameplay go together well with the super cute character designs and great music in this game.
Highly recommended!. I reccomend this game for anyone who wants a casual experience. "Go Home Dinosaurs!" is
predominantly a tower defense game mixed with a bit of a tetris-esque notion. It is great for the younger gaming generations
with it's simplicity and brightly colored characters. For the older generations, this game provides a relaxing, stress-free, and
most importantly fun experience that won't have you cussing at the top of your lungs! For the price of $2.00 as I write this, and
even cheaper during Steam Sales, "Go Home Dinosaurs" will not disappoint its players.. Succesor to Jagged alliance if you wish
to play a dumbed down type of simular game. Basic, Boring and pointless to play. Really an idiot game?, Thier is no great game
engine the tactics are simple and almost removed from the enviroment, besides in the most basic way. This game is of no
comparison to Jagged Alliance.. New to VR and still not understand the high cost of unfinished games. I get they need funded to
become somewhat better but when the game is released as what feels to be a demo, I lose interest. Maybe when more content is
added I'll consider playing again but as of now, keep working on it. Great concept and idea just a lack of everything from
gameplay to content. Not many bugs but my AK-47 disappeared through the map twice already which sucked cause I had a pile
of mags and no gun.

$20.00 is not even worth it. Maybe $5 would suffice.. Ode to Joy is awesome.. Here is my FIrst Play on Launch Day Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PKPOL37yS10

Keep in mind that at the time I am posting this review and video...
No other videos or reviews exist yet for this game that just launched in early access a few short hours ago.

I like it. I like it a lot so far.

I haven't played nearly long enough to find any hostile creatures at this point, and am eager to get that far! So far, I like how the
planet exploring works. I like the gathering, the crafting list is impressive, and building the machines and tools works great.
Connecting the "wires" is a little bit finicky but it does work, remember to use the T and Y keys as well as your R key for
rotating to get your wires to move in almost any manner needed. Once I remembered to use the T and Y keys, it made this all
easier.

The game is early access, and at this point still needs a death scene, or at least a "You Are Dead" screen before just moving you
from whatever you were doing to the universe screen with no message or indication you died, but it works for now (just watch
your health status as well as your oxygen, thirst, and food status bars)

I will be playing this game much more and will update this review as needed once I get further into this pretty deep and
advanced single player sandbox space exploration and survival game. Once I get a good feel for everything in the early access
game such as building space ships, using the guns, armor, and combat then I should be able to give a much more informative
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review of what this early access game offers currently.

However, I CAN say this... So far, I am VERY impressed and I am WANTING to play this game more! It looks to be very
much worth it's asking price even with as little of it's content as I have played to this point. If this game is a game you are
interested in, or looks good to you, you likely won't be disappointed. Jump In! ..I give it two entusiastic THUMBS UP at this
point! ...Watch my video above as it should give you a very good idea of what you're buying into. :-)
. I am a long time fan of Raiden and shmups in general but just couldn't get into this one. Ship moves at the same speed as
bullets, overly busy backgrounds make bullets hard to spot. I don't know, but I just didn't feel it and felt like a refund was better
than playing for more than 2 hours.
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